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All the missing victims of North Carolinaâ€™s deadliest serial killer have been found, all except

Rachel Smith. When the FBI produces a photo proving Rachel is alive and well in Texas, one case

is closed but another one is opened. Either this is a case of mistaken identity or there are more

people than just Sloan Jordan and Warren Parish who seem to walk the earth without a soul.Along

with Detective Nathan McNamara, Sloan and Warren travel south to find Rachel and solve the

biggest mystery of all: determining whoâ€”or whatâ€”they really are.**The Second Book In The Soul

Summoner Series**Book 1 - The Soul SummonerBook 2 - The SirenBook 3 - The Angel of

Death**The reviews talk a lot about the cliffhanger ending. JUST TO BE CLEAR: the plot of this

story is wrapped up by the end of the book. However, a bit of information is revealed at the end so

the reader knows another book is coming.**
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recommended this book and I'm delighted they did. Thoroughly enjoyed The Soul Summoner and

immediately upon finishing it I purchased The Siren which I just finished which, of course, prompted



the purchase of the third book in this series The Angel of Death. Looking forward to getting lost in

Sloan's strange world of angels and demons where very little is as it seems. If you enjoy the

paranormal you're going to love these books and the wonderful, intriguing characters whose lives

intertwine in ways you can't imagine...with twists, action, romance and laughter. Read the first one

and you'll be hooked!Nice job Elicia Hyder.

Sloan's would-have-been murderer has one victim extra; Rachel Smith is still alive. But how?!

According to Sloan and Warren, both of whom can feel souls, Rachel is deceased. But video

evidence contradicts and curiosity stirs. Could she be like them? Born with the gift too? Maybe this

elusive woman, who appears to have struck a fountain of youth, may have the answers to questions

Sloan's been seeking since childhood.(I received this Advanced Reader Copy (ARC) in exchange

for an honest review.)In this book, I learned how to make scrambled eggs (yes, cook!), a bit about

the Catholic religion (and angelsif they exist), how to shoot a gun, and how military

deployment callback "works" all while laughing my head off, crying my eyes out, and yelling at the

characters to get their acts together! XDThe Siren keeps a crime-drama feel while delving into

Sloan's past and swaddling comedic romance. With hilarious dialogue, complicated characters,

paranormal kick-ass action, a blend of confounding romance, and stuff that'll hit you in the feels, this

book is definitely worth the read! Between the current Soul Summoner volumes released, this is my

favorite! Last of all, I shall mention that this can be read as a "stand-alone," but I encourage you to

continue with the series.Ã°ÂŸÂ•Â‰Ã°ÂŸÂ•ÂŠÃ°ÂŸÂ•Â•Hero rating: 4.5Heroine rating: 4.5Writing

mechanics (literary elements/devices usage included): 4.5Plot rating: 4.5Dialogue rating:

5Storytelling rating: 5Story ending rating: 4.5Sexual tension rating: 4.5Sex scenes rating: N/ASex

scenes frequency: 2 (not good nor bad, just occurrence

rating)**********************************************Overall rating: 4.6 starsWould I recommend this

series: Yes.Would I re-read this series: Yes.Would I read future books by this author: Yes.

I started this series with The Detective, then The Soul Summoner, and with each I could see the

potential for EH to grow. I was not wrong. As she herself has said, EH writes curious books. They

are also candid, winsome, funny and a bit poignant. She spins a good yarn.Humans & angels now

populate The Siren, and don't forget the hot guys. The pace doesn't sit on its butt and the way EH

has with words is refreshing. Definitely an author to put on your go-to list.

I am not great at writing reviews. I normally don't do them but this series has me hooked and I



wanted to let other readers like me to know Elicia Hyder is worth adding to your author list. I am

always looking for book series because I love to know my characters and keep reading about their

lives. I am also a fan of the supernatural or sci-fi fantasy type genre. This book series has just the

right amout of supernatural and natural to keep it exciting but not over the top. I love the connection

between Sloan and Warren and Nate. This triangle is exciting and stressful at the same time. I love

what is going on with those three. My only warning about this book is the end has a cliff hanger that

will drive you nuts in this world of binge watching series. Elicia, I sure hope you are more prolific

than many of my authors because waiting to read the next installment is going to kill me.

Perhaps it's just because I enjoyed the first book so much that I felt a little let down when starting on

The Siren.Things just seemed to move so slowly with this book, and Sloan seemed to take on this

almost whining type of personality that I nearly called time out, but once the "mother dearest"

showdown exploded into life we were back on track, and things were making my head spin once

again, (in the good way of course) thankfully!Definitely keen for more.

Now that Sloan has discovered her supernatural half, she has a chance to find out where she's

really from and what she can do. But it doesn't go smoothly. Mixed up in the progression are some

tragedies, some vacation time,and some serious crime. New characters mix seamlessly with the old

characters and we find out more about the background of both Sloan and Warren.This is a must

read for fans of paranormal.

Another fantastic addition to this series. I was caught up in the drama with warren and Sloan.

Nathan adds to the mayhem. There are ups and downs in this book that had me trying to catch my

breath. I loved every page. Now on to book 3. I really love Warren and can't wait to see him in

action in the future.

Gotta say, not lovin' Momma Dearest! At least Sloan gets some answers about what she is and why

she and Warren were instantly attracted to one another (well except for the times that Nate starting

working his mojo on her)! So much fun and action and answers. Love this series. Sexy kickass guys

and gal with a whole lot of humor and seriously scary supernatural "skills".
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